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Ex-champion football coach, Clyde Dugan may have retired from
the game, but its spirit lives on in his new passion…ice cream!

Working at Coach Clyde’s ice cream shop is not only fast paced
and hectic, but is also known to be highly competitive. Treating
each day at the shop as a “game day”, Clyde challenges his
employees to outshine each other on the field of battle (behind
the counter). He keeps tally of their best plays (displays of
scooping skills) and his scoopers continually contend for the
coveted role of team captain (shop manager).

Now, looking to expand the franchise, Coach Clyde has open
tryouts for positions on his scooper squad.

GOAL: Gain the most points by serving customers.
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Meet the Scoopers
Scooper [skoo-per] noun 1 professional
scoop engineer; 2 master scoop artist; 3
reckless conveyor of scoops; 4 one who
scoops…by any means necessary.

AMY
As the newest recruit, Amy often
seems to be unsure of herself
but can surprise opponents with
some swift scoop switching.

JUSTIN
Priding himself as the GOAT of
Scoopers, Justin’s superb
scooping technique is only
outmatched by his arrogance.

SIMON
With a heart and mind for the
betterment of the environment,
Simon has a knack for scoop
reuse and recycling.

ALEX
Raised in a family of magicians,
Alex has a sleight of hand that
leaves the competition amazed
and bewildered.

LAYLA
Delightful and attentive, Layla
always knows what customers want.
And she lets them know as well.

MAXINE
Aloof and nonchalant, Max is
usually found with her head in the
clouds, but her annoying luck
always gets her by.
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1. Place the trick cards with the starting side face up on the
table to set up the Menu.

2. Shuffle all customer cards with their starting sides face up in a
stack and place 3 customers next to it in reach of all players.
This forms the Line. All visible customers are occupying a space
in the Line, including the one on top of the stack.

3. Shuffle the boss deck and place it under the line.

4. Shuffle the scoop deck then all players draw 4 scoops.

5. Beginning with the youngest player, each player chooses a
scooper and places it starting side up in front of them.

6. Each player takes a cone to place next to their scooper, with
either side facing up.

7. Each player draws an assignment (to be kept hidden from
the other players until the end of the game).

8. Discard 1 scoop from the deck. The player whose Scooper
has the trick icon matching the discarded scoop’s trick icon
takes the golden spoon card.
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Drawing &Discarding
Scoop Deck- Whenever you draw a scoop, take the
top card of the scoop deck into your hand.
Scoop Discards- Whenever you discard a scoop,
place it face-up in the scoop discards.
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Game play
The game is played in rounds. Each round, starting with the player
with the golden spoon, each player takes a turn in clockwise order.

The Boss
At the start of each round of play, perform the following:

1. Open Door: Play the top card of the boss deck face up on the
boss stack.

2. Lose Time: For each on the boss card, place a card from
the boss deck face down on the bottom of the boss stack.

3. Upgrade Menu: For each on the boss card, perform the
following:

4. Adjust Line: Flip customers in the line as indicated on the
line diagram on the boss card with symbols.

5. Move Golden Spoon: The golden spoon must move
clockwise from its current player a number of times equal to
the move number on the boss card.

6. Boss Effect: Apply the boss effect.

?

Open for Business

1 2

4

The line diagram on this boss card indicates that the
first and third customer in the line must be flipped.

The move number on this boss card indicates that the golden spoon
must be moved clockwise twice (from player A to player C).

3

6

5

• Discard the top scoop of the deck.
• Flip over the trick card on the menu that matches the

discarded scoop’s trick icon to its super side.

• If the discarded scoop has a (spark icon), all players may flip
their scooper card over, unlocking their special ability.

Player A

Player b

Player c
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Taking a Turn
On your turn you may perform up to 2 actions in any combination;

Restock: Discard any number of cards from your hand then
draw back up to 4 cards.
Change Cone: Flip your cone over.
Play Scoop:Play a scoop from your hand (see playing a scoop
below).

ScooperSkill
When you play a scoop with your scooper’s trick icon,
do not count it as one of your actions for the turn.

Playing a Scoop
1. Place a scoop from your hand

face-up directly above your
cone or in the discards. If
there are already 1 or more
scoops above your cone,
stack the new scoop on top by
overlapping the scoops.

2. Follow the overload rule (see
overload below).

3. Youmay resolve the effect of
the trick icon on the scoop.
Refer to corresponding trick
card in the menu.

Scoops with the (spark
icon) triggers the effect of
your scooper’s trick.

1 3

2

Overload
If a scoop is placed on your cone (by any means) when it
already has 3 scoops, you must discard the bottom scoop
from your cone.

When Layla plays a scoop with a
spark, she may do a sway trick.

Competitive Edge
If any other player has served more customers than
you, you may perform 1 more action on your turn.
(See serving customers on next page).

Scooper Pro-tip
All tricks on the menu are
available to each player but
your scooper is the best at one
particular trick. Watch for
scoops with your scooper skill
as you can play those for free!
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Serving Customers
Anytime during your turn, if one of your
cones has a flavor sequence matching a
customer card in the line, you may
serve that customer.

1. Take the customer and tuck it
under your scooper so that
only its flavor icons are visible.

2. Discard all of the scoops used
to serve.

3. Move all customers in the line
1 space to the right.

Layla has a triple
scoop matching the
flavor sequence of a
customer in the Line.
During her turn, she
serves the customer
(this does not count
as an action).

The picture on the wall behind
the customer indicates what
flavor sequence is required to
serve the customer on its reverse
side. The cone flavor always
switches from side to side.

1
2

3

The reverse side of each
customer always has
opposite flavors!

Scooper Pro-tip
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Neapolitan & Rainbow
The neapolitan and rainbow scoops may be counted as 1 of 3
different flavors for matching flavor sequences on customers.

Scooper Pro-tip
Neapolitan and rainbow scoops are
not only versatile as semi-wildcards,
they also have the spark icon, allowing
scoopers to showcase their best trick!

NOTE
While the spark icon triggers the effect of your scooper’s
trick, it DOES NOT allow you to play the scoop as a free action.
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When a round finishes with no cards remaining in the boss
deck, the game ends.

Reveal your assignment card and add all the points
together from your served customers.

Each flavor icon on your customers grants you points based
on your assignment.

Closing Time

At the end of the game, Layla has these 5
customers. Here’s examples of points
based on a few different assignments:

Scooper Pro-tip
The way points are scored
differs between
assignments. Keep that in
mind when deciding which
customers to serve, as one
customer may get you
nothing while another may
be exactly what you need to
win the game!

Help Coach Clyde
Scan for the Triple Scoops
app and help Coach Clyde
determine which scooper
to promote to manager!

Whowon?
The player with the most points wins!

In the case of a tie, the first tied player to
scoop some real ice cream wins! It’s a win-win!

3 chocolate x3 = 9pts
4 raspberry x2 = 8pts
2 strawberry x1 = 2pts
2 cake cone x1 = 2pts

2 sets of strawberry
& lime x5 = 10pts
3 chocolate x2 = 6pts
1 vanilla x1 = 1pt

2 sets of raspberry, lime,
& orange x7 = 14pts
2 sets of sugar & cake
cones x3 = 6pt

21

17

20
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Bossless mode is a simple way to play for a quicker
game and to make it easy for the younger ones to join
in on the fun. There’s only a few changes required to
play bossless mode:
1. There are no rounds. The player with the golden

spoon is simply the first player of the game. Turns
are taken in clockwise order as normal.

2. Do not use the boss or assignment cards.
3. The first player to serve 5 customers wins!

Frantic mode adds the challenge of timed turns. You
may use this mode as an addendum to bossless
mode…just be sure that all players are experienced
enough to handle the challenge!
For this mode, you will need a timer.
• At the start of each turn, set the timer for 30

seconds. When the timer stops, the turn
immediately ends. Reset and start the timer for
the next player.

• If you complete your actions before the timer
stops, you may end your turn then reset and start
the timer for the next player.

• If you have to shuffle the deck, you may pause the
timer to do so. Start the timer again after your
shuffle is complete.

BosslessMode

FranticMode

Feel free to use shorter or longer
turn times to adjust the difficulty

and franticness* of turns!

*Word creation is fun!

Coach Clyde is taking the day off. While he’s away, the scoopers
maintain their competitive spirit but to a much lesser degree.

The power is out and the ice cream is melting! The scoopers
have to really hustle to scoop and serve with quickness!
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Expansions
Coming Soon!

Game Design: Mike Faciane
Illustrations: Shyne Faciane
Theme Conception: Kayla Faciane

a Mike & Shyne game



Rules summary
Set Up
1. Set up the menu
2. Form the line
3. Shuffle boss deck
4. All players draw 4 scoops
5. Choose scoopers
6. All players take a cone
7. Determine first player

The Boss
Start of each round:
1. Open Door: Play the top

card of the boss deck
face up on the boss
stack.

2. Lose Time: For each
on the boss card, place a
card from the boss deck
face down on the bottom
of the boss stack.

3. Upgrade Menu: For each
on the boss card,

upgrade the menu (see
page 4).

4. Adjust Line: Flip
customers in the Line as
indicated on the boss
card.

5. Move Spoon: Move
golden spoon as
indicated on boss card.

6. Boss Effect: Apply the
boss effect.

Taking a Turn
Perform up to 2 actions in any
combination (3 actions if any
other player served more
customers than you);
Restock: Discard any number
of cards from your hand then
draw back up to 4 cards.
Change Cone: Flip your cone
over.
Play Scoop:Play a scoop from
your hand (if it has your
scooper’s trick, do not count it as
one of your actions for the turn).

Playing a scoop
1. Place a scoop from your

hand face-up directly
above your cone or in the
discards. If there are
already 1 or more scoops
above your cone, stack
the new scoop on top by
overlapping the scoops.

2. Follow the overload rule
(see page 4).

3. You may resolve the effect
of the trick just played.
Scoops with the (spark
icon) triggers the effect of
your scooper’s trick.

Serving customers
Anytime during your turn, if
one of your cones has a flavor
sequence matching a customer
card in the Line, you may serve
that customer.

1. Take the customer and
tuck it under your scooper
so that only its flavor
icons are visible.

2. Discard all of the scoops
used to serve.

3. Move all customers in the
line 1 space to the right.

Closing Time
When a round finishes with no
cards remaining in the boss
deck, the game ends.

Reveal your assignment card
and add all the points together
from your served customers.

Each flavor icon on your
customers grants you points
based on your assignment.

The player with the most
points wins!

In the case of a tie, the first tied
player to scoop some real ice
cream wins! It’s a win-win!


